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Grand Falls House designated as a Registered Heritage Structure

An iconic historic property in Grand
Falls-Windsor has been awarded provincial
heritage designation by Heritage NL.

Perched on a birch-clad hill overlooking the
Exploits River, Grand Falls House was built in
1909 by Alfred and Harold Harmsworth as
one of the properties built in conjunction with
the new paper mill. Following the
establishment of the paper mill, Grand Falls
and its sister town of Windsor became
boomtowns, with workers drawn from every
bay on the island.

Grand Falls House, with its outbuildings and mature parkland, was designated as a Registered Heritage
Structure by Heritage NL on January 17th, 2023. Designed by British architect Robert Douglas Wells, and built
under the supervision of Tom Brown of New Harbour, Trinity Bay, the building has been described as a
“magnificently appointed Tudor mansion.”

One of the oldest original buildings in the town, the house hosted many visiting dignitaries over the years,
including the Duke of Connaught (son of Queen Victoria) and Lord and Lady Baden-Powell, founders of the
Scouting movement. For a number of years, it was the residence of the mill manager.

In 2022, the province formally handed over possession of Grand Falls House and its surrounding property to
the Town of Grand Falls-Windsor for heritage-sensitive development.

“Grand Falls House is an important part of our history,” says Dr. Lisa Daly, Chair of Heritage NL. “It is an
impressive, unique building, which helps commemorate the century-long impact of the Grand Falls paper mill
on Newfoundland and Labrador.”
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Heritage NL receives Community Builder Award from the NL Association of
Professional Planners

In celebration of World Town Planning Day 2022, Heritage NL
has been awarded the 2022 NLAPP Community Builder
Award for making heritage relevant to the present day. The
award is presented by the Newfoundland and Labrador
Association of Professional Planners, the provincial
membership body for professional planners.

Heritage NL has been running a long-standing heritage grant
program, and an annual heritage poster contest in schools. It
has expanded its community outreach for public workshops
and events. The NLAPP Nominating Committee’s
recommendation reads:

“Heritage NL is making heritage relevant to the present day
in terms of housing, economic activity, community
involvement, cultural awareness, historical memory, and
place-making.  Along with a long-standing heritage grant
program and annual heritage poster contest in schools,
Heritage NL has been expanding its community outreach for
public workshops and events – everything from documenting
and cleaning headstones in graveyards to holding community
story-telling days and building wooden wriggle fences.

Heritage NL has published a booklet of historic paint colours, mapped community assets in workshops with
residents of many NL communities, and helped plan for adapting and reusing old buildings to new uses.  This
work is the very definition of community building, with a planning lens to shape it.”

Chants and Cures.  Recollections of Community Charmers.
Robert Burgess, Burgess Heritage Property, Whiteway, NL

‘Snail, snail come out of your hole’.
‘Snail, snail come out of your hole’.

There was a time when charmers were important members of our communities.  When someone was
experiencing an ailment, like a toothache, they would go and see old Mrs. Collins who would say a few words,
touch the tooth, and before they got home the pain was gone.  If you asked about a family’s genealogy, people
would say Uncle Fred was a woodsman and Aunt Nellie, well she was a charmer. Folklore indicates that the
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seventh son of a seventh son, or a person who never saw the face of their
mother or father possess special healing powers.

Today, many people remember someone who could remove warts.  The
way it was done was dependent on the charmer…some used wood ash or
soot while others counted the warts and tied an equal number of knots
into thread or twine.

One of the most fascinating charmers was a blood stopper.   A friend told
me about her grandmother who was a�ectionately called Aunt Dot and
could stop nosebleeds and cuts.  Everyone in the community knew that
she could stop blood.

‘Aunt Dot never shared what she did and all I know is that she used the
sign of the cross, silently said something, and the bleeding would stop.
People used to even call her from other houses and ask her to stop blood
which she did.  She went o� in another room and worked her ‘magic’.   She
didn’t tell anyone except her oldest daughter.  They don’t share how they Burgess Property Root Cellar
do it because if it is told it doesn’t work.’

When asked if she had ever seen it happen, she said yes, and it was awesome!  Another blood stopper was not
only known in the community, but also by the local doctors. If someone came to the regional clinic with a cut
that was no longer bleeding, the doctor would say to the patient you must know Aunt Maude!

In Whiteway, there were several charmers.  As matter of fact there still are a couple.   However, who they are is
a mystery to most and how they acquired their ability is even more secretive.

Recently I was told about a person who knew a charm that could cure hemorrhoids!   The person said what he
was told to do worked.  No word of a lie he said.   The big di�erence between the charmers who have departed
this world and the ones who still walk amongst us is secrecy.  Years ago, people knew Aunt Maude or old Mrs.
Collins were charmers.   If you cut yourself, someone called out to Aunt Dot, who came over and stopped the
blood. If you had a toothache, you went to Mrs. Collins. Nowadays, you must know someone who knows
someone who must trust that you won’t divulge the charm.

Uncle Will took a pin from the tomato shaped pin cushion and said come with me.  We walked down to the
beach and found a snail stuck to the side of a rock.  We sat down and Uncle Will started to chant.

‘Snail, snail come out of your hole’.
‘Snail, snail come out of your hole’.

Now I can’t tell you what happened next because Uncle Will said, after he charmed my warts, don’t tell anyone.
If I did the warts would come back and they’ve been gone for more than 50 years now…
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The History and Recipes of Marine Oil Paints in the North Atlantic
Juliet Lanphear, Heritage NL

There are examples of marine oil-based paints being used throughout the North Atlantic, including in Norway,
Greenland, and Newfoundland, and commercially available paints in the 19th and 20th centuries. Heritage NL
wanted to learn more about traditional paints made using oils from marine sources, such as fish liver, whale, or
seal oil. Marine oil paints were used mainly for exterior paints, especially outbuildings, which were cheap and
durable in coastal regions where sea air can disintegrate paint (Toch 1911).

The primary components of paint are pigment (which is what gives the paint its colour, such as red ochre),
resin (which can be oil, acrylics, or epoxies), additives and solvents, which improve the quality of the paint. A
common resin in commercial paints in the early 20th century was linseed oil made from flax, but marine-based
oils could also be used (Toch 1911).

In Norway, cod liver oil-based paints were used in coastal areas, especially on the exterior of buildings (Wedvik
2019). On the Northern coast of Norway, whale oil was used to produce paint (Wedvik 2019). An account from
Myken, Northern Norway, states “When we fished cod and tusk we put the liver in barrels. My father skimmed
off the cod liver oil to use it in paint. Then he boiled it before mixing it with paint powder. The mixture would be
left for about a year. When he was going to paint the house or boat he would add a little turpentine” (Schiøtz
2010).

Paints using marine-based oils were also used in Greenland, such as with an old Greenlandic recipe for
“Tranmaling” or seal oil paint. The recipe consists of 2-3 kilograms of seal blubber or cod liver oil mixed with
150 grams of crushed resin and 3-5 tablespoons of pigment. The paint is made by boiling the blubber or oil,
adding the resin to minimize the fishy smell, and finally, adding the pigment. The paint produced is matte,
waterproof and has a lifespan of 10 years outside.

Besides being produced and used in coastal communities with easy access to marine oils, fish oil-based paint
was also sold commercially pre-mixed in the 19th and 20th centuries (Vanherman 1826, Toch 1911). Fish oils
could be the previously mentioned cod liver, seal or whale; however, menhaden oil was a popular choice (Le
Nasa et al. 2021). Menhaden are harvested for bait, and in the 19th/20th century, its oil was used in the
production of margarine, soap, and paint.
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Paints made with fish, and marine mammal oils were produced
and used on outbuildings throughout Newfoundland. Examples
include Red Cliffe in Bonavista Bay, where Gerald Quiton
recounted a marine oil paint recipe of 20 pounds of ochre mixed
with one gallon of seal oil in a large container for a year, stirred
twice a month. This paint only needed one coat, did not have a
fishy odour and would last a long time. Quinton prefered seal to
cod liver oil when making ochre paint, as cod liver oil wouldn’t
last as long, and the paint would be more brown than red when
mixed with red ochre (Jarvis and Barrett 2019). In Clarke’s
Beach, the Registered Heritage Structure Drogheda’s corner
boards and eaves were traditionally weatherproofed using a mix
of ochre and seal oil (Trident 2002). Quinton Salt Store 2019

Cod liver oil paint was also used throughout Newfoundland, including in Greenspond and on Fogo Island. In an
interview, Sam and Wilfred Carter recounted how in Greenspond, you could buy ochre powder from the local
store, and it was traditionally mixed with cod liver oil to paint buildings and was used on sails (The Greenspond
Letter 1995). Regarding Fogo Island, architect Robert Mellin has written about cod liver oil and ochre-based
paints being used on outbuildings and for the sides and backs of houses (Jarvis and Barrett 2019). In
Summerside, fish liver oil produced in the Newfoundland Dehydrating Process Company Limited fish plant was
sold internationally to produce soap and paint (Western Star 1948).

Cod-liver oil and seal based paints have traditionally been used throughout Newfoundland as a durable paint
source made from local products. If you have any memories or stories of marine based paints email Juliet at
outreach@heritagenl.ca.
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Riddle Fences and Friendship
Terra Barrett, Heritage NL

Over the past year and a half, Heritage NL has been documenting the
pairs at work in our Mentor-Apprentice Program. This has included
stops in Gillams for lessons on birch broom carving, in Capstan Island
for a breakdown of how to make a komatik, and in Millville for a studio
tour and weaving demonstration. We have also been doing interviews
with the pairs and releasing the interviews as part of the Living
Heritage Podcast. One of those pairs is Guy Barnable and Eric
Escudero.

Guy is a teacher by trade and learned the craft of wriggle fence (or as
he calls them - riddle fence) construction from a neighbour. He started
building wriggle fences on his own in the 1990s and is proud to say
that his two sons know the craft and have helped him teach it to
others.

Eric is studying Ethnomusicology at Memorial University. As a
newcomer in Newfoundland, he didn’t have an opportunity to practise
Newfoundland riddle fence making prior to the program. Eric had some
experience in building wooden fences back in Brazil and learned the basics of building wooden fences and
gates from his father.
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In discussing the benefits of the program Guy mentioned two
major benefits. The first was being able to mentor and see
Eric’s skill development. The second benefit Guy noted was a
surprise,

“I guess the other part which was a surprise to me and I think
which was very specific to our situation was that Eric is a new
Canadian so that bonding that we had and the ability I had to
kind of help expose Eric to more of Newfoundland and
Labrador and Canada was something I didn’t foresee when I
applied for this program. The insight and the conversations
that Eric and I had and what I learned from him and what I
learned of his home country, and the other parts of the world
that he has been to was amazing. The friendship that we
formed over that. [...] So that was something that was
unforeseen but to me it was just as valuable as the whole
construction of the fence piece.”

Both Guy and Eric highlighted that building a fence at Eric’s
home in St. John’s was a highlight as it was fun to be able to
bring a wriggle fence to downtown St. John’s. Eric also

mentioned the benefit of the hands-on program,

“The benefits I think were many for me I guess. But I think the main thing was that I had the opportunity to
learn with hands-on experience this tradition and be immersed in a way in Newfoundland culture and in
Ferryland. I visited Guy many times for us to work together and he not only taught me how to build a fence and
to harvest the wood but by being there I met some of his friends and I learned more about Ferryland culture,
and rural Newfoundland culture
and I think that as a newcomer
for me it was extremely valuable
to be in contact with that and to
learn more about Newfoundland
nature and experience
Newfoundland culture in that
way.”

If you want to hear more from
this pair tune in to the Living
Heritage podcast!

Photos courtesy of Guy
Barnable and Eric
Escudero/Heritage NL
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Lambert and Johanna Greene House and Outbuildings, Tilting
Andrea O’Brien, Heritage NL

Heritage NL is currently updating property plaques for some of our Registered Heritage Structures. As part of
that process, we are reviewing the information contained in the original Statements of Significance for the
properties. Some of these statements were written almost 20 years ago, and since that time, the access to
archival sources has greatly improved. We are also making every attempt to make our listings more inclusive.

In the case of what had been called "Martin Greene House and Outbuildings" in Tilting (designated a
Registered Heritage Structure in 2003), our review highlighted that the house had actually been built by
Martin's father Lambert - with help from his sons. Lambert's wife Johanna wasn't mentioned, and as it was their
family home, we felt it only proper to include Johanna in the title. Many of our properties were named after the
men who built and lived in them, totally omitting the female side of the story. Therefore, the title of the
designation has been changed to "Lambert and Johanna Greene House and Outbuildings."

The original statement for the property referenced that Lambert Greene had moved from Greene's Point to
Mathias’ Point, on the other side of the Tilting Harbour, following a storm in the 1920s. Reportedly, this storm
had destroyed Lambert's fishing premises on Greene’s Point. Lambert dismantled his house on Greene’s
Point, bought another owned by Tom Greene, and moved the pieces of his first house and the bought house to
Mathias’ Point.
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The family lived in the house that Lambert bought and moved while he built
the new house. Large sections of the new Greene house were recycled
from pieces of the older Greene house that had been on Greene’s Point.
His son Martin remembered the family living in the moved or “launched”
house for a few years while the new house was being built.

Our dive into online archives resulted in many hits from the Evening
Advocate, a newspaper published by the Fishermen's Protective Union.
During the summer of 1923, many advertisements were placed in the paper
by fishermen asking others to keep an eye out for lost fishing gear.

A report in the Evening Telegram of June 25, 1923 entitled "Summer
Solstice Brings Winter Weather" detailed a huge storm which raged from
June 22 - 24, 1923 along the east and northeast coasts. Reports of property
destruction were widespread. It is quite possible that this was the storm that
destroyed Lambert Greene's fishing premises. It might also have been the
impetus for the family literally uprooting their house and building a new one
out of its pieces on the other side of the harbour.

One hundred years later, the house is still owned and maintained by
Lambert and Johanna's descendants. To read more about Lambert and
Johanna's house, follow this link:

https://heritagenl.ca/heritage-property/greene-house-and-outbuildings-registered-heritage-structure/.

Heritage NL’s Mentor/Apprentice program was
featured recently on CBC’s Land and Sea program!

Crafts at Risk: Some traditional crafts in Newfoundland &
Labrador are in danger of being forgotten and lost
forever. We talk to people making an effort to keep those
skills alive.

Watch on CBC Gem:

https://gem.cbc.ca/media/land-and-sea-nfld/s58e07
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